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placed by a short white one with brown centre feathers;
It Is still, however, pointed and longer than in our other
lac-ana ; the black disappears from the body plumage, the
underparts being white as well as the throat, and the back
a glossy light brown ; the yellow is reduced to a dull streak
down each side of the neck, and the crown of the head is
brown.
Young birds are clothed in a very similar plumage to
this undress, but have a chestnut crown and chestnut bor-
ders to the upper plumage, and no yellow on the .neck ;
moreover they have yellow eyes as a rule, though I have
twice seen dark-eyed young birds, and much more frequent-
ly yellow-eyed old ones. I hardly ever saw a bird in the
Bazaar showing change of plumage, contrary to what one
so frequently sees in some groups, the duck tribe for
instance.
This Jac-ana is more widely distributed than our other
species, extending all over India and Ceylon, and east to
South. China and Java ; it frequents open water more and
takes wing more readily. Its cry is different, being a cat-
like mew, and it utters it less frequently, not crying out
even when handled. Its eggs are very different from those
of the bronze-winged species, being remarkably peg-top -
shaped and uniform in colour, not marked ; they are red-
dish brown or greenish bronze, very glossy, and about an
inch and-a-half long. Four are laid in a nest on weeds
like that of the other bird.
When in Calcutta I used to take much interest in this
species, to my mind the most beautiful of all our smaller
aquatic birds, and hardly equalled in this respect by any
bird whatsoever. It can be easily kept on a large weedy
tank with its wings clipped (not too closely) and in its pro-
per place, on weeds, the large size of its feet is not apparent,
and its singular grace of form pleases the eye even when the
showy breeding plumage is not developed.

